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Can you see him? My kitten? 

 His tiny pink nose?

He’s ever so nimble

 And quick on his toes! 

Imagine him, quick! 

 Have you imagined enough?

Oh, good! You can see him! 

 It’s Squishy McFluff!
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All through the summer time 

 Ava had played,

Tumbling through sunshine, 

 bumbling in shade,

Jumping and skipping – 

 the games had no end

With Squishy McFluff, 

 her invisible friend!
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They dressed up as pirates, 

 and dressed up as kings,

And flew like the birds 

 (with some help 

from the swings).
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Squishy and Ava climbed trees! 

 And picked flowers!

And used Mummy’s plant pots 

 to make wobbly towers!

They sculpted a mud chute 

 to slide on their bellies,

Built houses for hedgehogs

 using Dad’s wellies.
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